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By Richard Kluger

Random House USA Inc, United States, 1997. Paperback. Book Condition: New. VINTAGE BOOKS..
203 x 130 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Ashes to Ashes is a monumental history of the
American tobacco industry: its awesome and ironic success in developing the cigarette, modern
society s most widespread instrument of self-destruction, into America s most profitable consumer
product: its energized, work-obsessed royal families, the Dukes and the Reynoldes, and their
battling successors like the eccentric autocrat George Washington Hill and the feisty Joseph F.
Cullman: its generations of entrepreneurial geniuses: its cunning business strategies and marketing
dazzle: its deft political power plays: its relentless, often devious attacks on antismoking forces in
science, public health, and government. And there is the weirdly symbiotic relationship of an
industry geared at any cost to sell, sell, sell cigarettes, and an American public habituated to ignore
all warnings and buy, buy, buy. Here is how the leaf that was the New World s most passionately
devoured gift to the Old grew into humankind s most dangerous consumer product, employing
whole rural populations, fattening tax revenues, and spawning a ring of fiercely competitive
corporate superpowers; how tobacco s peerless public-relations spinners, applied their techniques...
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Great eBook and beneficial one. Yes, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this book from my i and dad
recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Jessyca  Lubowitz  I--  Jessyca  Lubowitz  I

This book is great. I could possibly comprehended everything using this published e book. I am easily could possibly get a enjoyment of reading a published
pdf.
-- Dea nna  Ra th I-- Dea nna  Ra th I
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